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Knowledge updating is a never-ending process and so should be the revision of an effective textbook. The book originally
written fifty years ago has, during the intervening period, been revised and reprinted several times. The authors have,
however, been thinking, for the last few years that the book needed not only a thorough revision but rather a substantial
rewriting. They now take great pleasure in presenting to the readers the twelfth, thoroughly revised and enlarged, Golden
Jubilee edition of the book. The subject-matter in the entire book has been re-written in the light of numerous criticisms
and suggestions received from the users of the earlier editions in India and abroad. The basis of this revision has been
the emergence of new literature on the subject, the constructive feedback from students and teaching fraternity, as well
as those changes that have been made in the syllabi and/or the pattern of examination papers of numerous universities.
Knowledge updating is a never-ending process and so should be the revision of an effective textbook. The book originally
written fifty years ago has, during the intervening period, been revised and reprinted several times. The authors have,
however, been thinking, for the last few years that the book needed not only a thorough revision but rather a substantial
rewriting. They now take great pleasure in presenting to the readers the twelfth, thoroughly revised and enlarged, Golden
Jubilee edition of the book. The subject-matter in the entire book has been re-written in the light of numerous criticisms
and suggestions received from the users of the earlier editions in India and abroad. The basis of this revision has been
the emergence of new literature on the subject, the constructive feedback from students and teaching fraternity, as well
as those changes that have been made in the syllabi and/or the pattern of examination papers of numerous universities.
Knowledge updating is a never-ending process and so should be the revision of an effective textbook. The book originally
written fifty years ago has, during the intervening period, been revised and reprinted several times. The authors have,
however, been thinking, for the last few years that the book needed not only a thorough revision but rather a substantial
rewriting. They now take great pleasure in presenting to the readers the twelfth, thoroughly revised and enlarged, Golden
Jubilee edition of the book. The subject-matter in the entire book has been re-written in the light of numerous criticisms
and suggestions received from the users of the earlier editions in India and abroad. The basis of this revision has been
the emergence of new literature on the subject, the constructive feedback from students and teaching fraternity, as well
as those changes that have been made in the syllabi and/or the pattern of examination papers of numerous universities.
Some prominent additions are given below: 1. Variance of Degenerate Random Variable 2. Approximate Expression for
Expectation and Variance 3. Lyapounov’s Inequality 4. Holder’s Inequality 5. Minkowski’s Inequality 6. Double
Expectation Rule or Double-E Rule and many others
The fifth edition of "Numerical Methods for Engineers" continues its tradition of excellence. Instructors love this text
because it is a comprehensive text that is easy to teach from. Students love it because it is written for them--with great
pedagogy and clear explanations and examples throughout. The text features a broad array of applications, including all
engineering disciplines. The revision retains the successful pedagogy of the prior editions. Chapra and Canale's unique
approach opens each part of the text with sections called Motivation, Mathematical Background, and Orientation,
preparing the student for what is to come in a motivating and engaging manner. Each part closes with an Epilogue
containing sections called Trade-Offs, Important Relationships and Formulas, and Advanced Methods and Additional
References. Much more than a summary, the Epilogue deepens understanding of what has been learned and provides a
peek into more advanced methods. Approximately 80% of the end-of-chapter problems are revised or new to this edition.
The expanded breadth of engineering disciplines covered is especially evident in the problems, which now cover such
areas as biotechnology and biomedical engineering. Users will find use of software packages, specifically MATLAB and
Excel with VBA. This includes material on developing MATLAB m-files and VBA macros.
This manual contains worked-out solutions to many of the problems in the text. For the complete manual, go to
www.cengagebrain.com/.
Computational science is fundamentally changing how technological questions are addressed. The design of aircraft,
automobiles, and even racing sailboats is now done by computational simulation. The mathematical foundation of this
new approach is numerical analysis, which studies algorithms for computing expressions defined with real numbers.
Emphasizing the theory behind the computation, this book provides a rigorous and self-contained introduction to
numerical analysis and presents the advanced mathematics that underpin industrial software, including complete details
that are missing from most textbooks. Using an inquiry-based learning approach, Numerical Analysis is written in a
narrative style, provides historical background, and includes many of the proofs and technical details in exercises.
Students will be able to go beyond an elementary understanding of numerical simulation and develop deep insights into
the foundations of the subject. They will no longer have to accept the mathematical gaps that exist in current textbooks.
For example, both necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence of basic iterative methods are covered, and
proofs are given in full generality, not just based on special cases. The book is accessible to undergraduate mathematics
majors as well as computational scientists wanting to learn the foundations of the subject. Presents the mathematical
foundations of numerical analysis Explains the mathematical details behind simulation software Introduces many
advanced concepts in modern analysis Self-contained and mathematically rigorous Contains problems and solutions in
each chapter Excellent follow-up course to Principles of Mathematical Analysis by Rudin
This text emphasizes the intelligent application of approximation techniques to the type of problems that commonly occur
in engineering and the physical sciences. The authors provide a sophisticated introduction to various appropriate
approximation techniques; they show students why the methods work, what type of errors to expect, and when an
application might lead to difficulties; and they provide information about the availability of high-quality software for
numerical approximation routines The techniques covered in this text are essentially the same as those covered in the
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Sixth Edition of these authors' top-selling Numerical Analysis text, but the emphasis is much different. In Numerical
Methods, Second Edition, full mathematical justifications are provided only if they are concise and add to the
understanding of the methods. The emphasis is placed on describing each technique from an implementation standpoint,
and on convincing the student that the method is reasonable both mathematically and computationally.
Accuracy and Stability of Numerical Algorithms gives a thorough, up-to-date treatment of the behavior of numerical
algorithms in finite precision arithmetic. It combines algorithmic derivations, perturbation theory, and rounding error
analysis, all enlivened by historical perspective and informative quotations. This second edition expands and updates the
coverage of the first edition (1996) and includes numerous improvements to the original material. Two new chapters treat
symmetric indefinite systems and skew-symmetric systems, and nonlinear systems and Newton's method. Twelve new
sections include coverage of additional error bounds for Gaussian elimination, rank revealing LU factorizations, weighted
and constrained least squares problems, and the fused multiply-add operation found on some modern computer
architectures.
A state-of-the-art introduction to the powerful mathematical and statistical tools used in the field of finance The use of
mathematical models and numerical techniques is a practice employed by a growing number of applied mathematicians
working on applications in finance. Reflecting this development, Numerical Methods in Finance and Economics: A
MATLAB?-Based Introduction, Second Edition bridges the gap between financial theory and computational practice while
showing readers how to utilize MATLAB?--the powerful numerical computing environment--for financial applications. The
author provides an essential foundation in finance and numerical analysis in addition to background material for students
from both engineering and economics perspectives. A wide range of topics is covered, including standard numerical
analysis methods, Monte Carlo methods to simulate systems affected by significant uncertainty, and optimization
methods to find an optimal set of decisions. Among this book's most outstanding features is the integration of MATLAB?,
which helps students and practitioners solve relevant problems in finance, such as portfolio management and derivatives
pricing. This tutorial is useful in connecting theory with practice in the application of classical numerical methods and
advanced methods, while illustrating underlying algorithmic concepts in concrete terms. Newly featured in the Second
Edition: * In-depth treatment of Monte Carlo methods with due attention paid to variance reduction strategies * New
appendix on AMPL in order to better illustrate the optimization models in Chapters 11 and 12 * New chapter on binomial
and trinomial lattices * Additional treatment of partial differential equations with two space dimensions * Expanded
treatment within the chapter on financial theory to provide a more thorough background for engineers not familiar with
finance * New coverage of advanced optimization methods and applications later in the text Numerical Methods in
Finance and Economics: A MATLAB?-Based Introduction, Second Edition presents basic treatments and more
specialized literature, and it also uses algebraic languages, such as AMPL, to connect the pencil-and-paper statement of
an optimization model with its solution by a software library. Offering computational practice in both financial engineering
and economics fields, this book equips practitioners with the necessary techniques to measure and manage risk.
CONTEMPORARY ABSTRACT ALGEBRA, NINTH EDITION provides a solid introduction to the traditional topics in
abstract algebra while conveying to students that it is a contemporary subject used daily by working mathematicians,
computer scientists, physicists, and chemists. The text includes numerous figures, tables, photographs, charts,
biographies, computer exercises, and suggested readings giving the subject a current feel which makes the content
interesting and relevant for students. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This well-respected text gives an introduction to the theory and application of modern numerical approximation
techniques for students taking a one- or two-semester course in numerical analysis. With an accessible treatment that
only requires a calculus prerequisite, Burden and Faires explain how, why, and when approximation techniques can be
expected to work, and why, in some situations, they fail. A wealth of examples and exercises develop students' intuition,
and demonstrate the subject's practical applications to important everyday problems in math, computing, engineering,
and physical science disciplines. The first book of its kind built from the ground up to serve a diverse undergraduate
audience, three decades later Burden and Faires remains the definitive introduction to a vital and practical subject.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This is a text for a one-quarter or one-semester course in probability, aimed at students who have done a year of
calculus. The book is organised so a student can learn the fundamental ideas of probability from the first three chapters
without reliance on calculus. Later chapters develop these ideas further using calculus tools. The book contains more
than the usual number of examples worked out in detail. The most valuable thing for students to learn from a course like
this is how to pick up a probability problem in a new setting and relate it to the standard body of theory. The more they
see this happen in class, and the more they do it themselves in exercises, the better. The style of the text is deliberately
informal. My experience is that students learn more from intuitive explanations, diagrams, and examples than they do
from theorems and proofs. So the emphasis is on problem solving rather than theory.
Solving nonlinear equations in Banach spaces (real or complex nonlinear equations, nonlinear systems, and nonlinear
matrix equations, among others), is a non-trivial task that involves many areas of science and technology. Usually the
solution is not directly affordable and require an approach using iterative algorithms. This Special Issue focuses mainly
on the design, analysis of convergence, and stability of new schemes for solving nonlinear problems and their application
to practical problems. Included papers study the following topics: Methods for finding simple or multiple roots either with
or without derivatives, iterative methods for approximating different generalized inverses, real or complex dynamics
associated to the rational functions resulting from the application of an iterative method on a polynomial. Additionally, the
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analysis of the convergence has been carried out by means of different sufficient conditions assuring the local, semilocal,
or global convergence. This Special issue has allowed us to present the latest research results in the area of iterative
processes for solving nonlinear equations as well as systems and matrix equations. In addition to the theoretical papers,
several manuscripts on signal processing, nonlinear integral equations, or partial differential equations, reveal the
connection between iterative methods and other branches of science and engineering.
Contains worked solutions to all of the exercises in the text. For instructors only.
This excellent text for advanced undergraduate and graduate students covers norms, numerical solutions of linear
systems and matrix factoring, eigenvalues and eigenvectors, polynomial approximation, and more. Many examples and
problems. 1966 edition.
The landmark project management reference, now in a new edition Now in a Tenth Edition, this industry-leading project
management "bible" aligns its streamlined approach to the latest release of the Project Management Institute's Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMI®'s PMBOK® Guide), the new mandatory source of training for the Project
Management Professional (PMP®) Certificat-ion Exam. This outstanding edition gives students and professionals a
profound understanding of project management with insights from one of the best-known and respected authorities on
the subject. From the intricate framework of organizational behavior and structure that can determine project success to
the planning, scheduling, and controlling processes vital to effective project management, the new edition thoroughly
covers every key component of the subject. This Tenth Edition features: New sections on scope changes, exiting a
project, collective belief, and managing virtual teams More than twenty-five case studies, including a new case on the
Iridium Project covering all aspects of project management 400 discussion questions More than 125 multiple-choice
questions (PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management
Institute, Inc.)
Numerical analysis is the branch of mathematics concerned with the theoretical foundations of numerical algorithms for the solution of
problems arising in scientific applications. Designed for both courses in numerical analysis and as a reference for practicing engineers and
scientists, this book presents the theoretical concepts of numerical analysis and the practical justification of these methods are presented
through computer examples with the latest version of MATLAB. The book addresses a variety of questions ranging from the approximation of
functions and integrals to the approximate solution of algebraic, transcendental, differential and integral equations, with particular emphasis
on the stability, accuracy, efficiency and reliability of numerical algorithms. The CD-ROM which accompanies the book includes source code,
a numerical toolbox, executables, and simulations.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . outstandingly appealing with regard to its style, contents, considerations of requirements of practice, choice of
examples, and exercises." —Zentrablatt Math ". . . carefully structured with many detailed worked examples . . ." —The Mathematical Gazette ".
. . an up-to-date and user-friendly account . . ." —Mathematika An Introduction to Numerical Methods and Analysis addresses the mathematics
underlying approximation and scientific computing and successfully explains where approximation methods come from, why they sometimes
work (or don't work), and when to use one of the many techniques that are available. Written in a style that emphasizes readability and
usefulness for the numerical methods novice, the book begins with basic, elementary material and gradually builds up to more advanced
topics. A selection of concepts required for the study of computational mathematics is introduced, and simple approximations using Taylor's
Theorem are also treated in some depth. The text includes exercises that run the gamut from simple hand computations, to challenging
derivations and minor proofs, to programming exercises. A greater emphasis on applied exercises as well as the cause and effect associated
with numerical mathematics is featured throughout the book. An Introduction to Numerical Methods and Analysis is the ideal text for students
in advanced undergraduate mathematics and engineering courses who are interested in gaining an understanding of numerical methods and
numerical analysis.
Offering a clear, precise, and accessible presentation, complete with MATLAB programs, this new Third Edition of Elementary Numerical
Analysis gives students the support they need to master basic numerical analysis and scientific computing. Now updated and revised, this
significant revision features reorganized and rewritten content, as well as some new additional examples and problems.The text introduces
core areas of numerical analysis and scientific computing along with basic themes of numerical analysis such as the approximation of
problems by simpler methods, the construction of algorithms, iteration methods, error analysis, stability, asymptotic error formulas, and the
effects of machine arithmetic.· Taylor Polynomials · Error and Computer Arithmetic · Rootfinding · Interpolation and Approximation · Numerical
Integration and Differentiation · Solution of Systems of Linear Equations · Numerical Linear Algebra: Advanced Topics · Ordinary Differential
Equations · Finite Difference Method for PDEs
Although pseudocodes, Mathematica®, and MATLAB® illustrate how algorithms work, designers of engineering systems write the vast
majority of large computer programs in the Fortran language. Using Fortran 95 to solve a range of practical engineering problems, Numerical
Methods for Engineers, Second Edition provides an introduction to numerical methods, incorporating theory with concrete computing
exercises and programmed examples of the techniques presented. Covering a wide range of numerical applications that have immediate
relevancy for engineers, the book describes forty-nine programs in Fortran 95. Many of the programs discussed use a sub-program library
called nm_lib that holds twenty-three subroutines and functions. In addition, there is a precision module that controls the precision of
calculations. Well-respected in their field, the authors discuss a variety of numerical topics related to engineering. Some of the chapter
features include... The numerical solution of sets of linear algebraic equations Roots of single nonlinear equations and sets of nonlinear
equations Numerical quadrature, or numerical evaluation of integrals An introduction to the solution of partial differential equations using finite
difference and finite element approaches Describing concise programs that are constructed using sub-programs wherever possible, this book
presents many different contexts of numerical analysis, forming an excellent introduction to more comprehensive subroutine libraries such as
the numerical algorithm group (NAG).
Correctly understanding, designing and analyzing the foundations that support structures is fundamental to their safety. This book by a range
of academic, design and contracting world experts provides a review of the state-of-the-art techniques for modelling foundations using both
linear and non linear numerical analysis. It applies to a range of infrastructure, civil engineering and structural engineering projects and allows
designers, engineers, architects, researchers and clients to understand some of the advanced numerical techniques used in the analysis and
design of foundations. Topics include: Ground vibrations caused by trains Pile-group effects Bearing capacity of shallow foundations under
static and seismic conditions Bucket foundation technology for offshore oilfields Seismically induced liquefaction in earth embankment
foundations and in pile foundations Free vibrations of industrial chimneys and TV towers with flexibility of the soil Settlements of high rise
structures Seepage, stress fields and dynamic responses in dams Site investigation
A previous AJN Book-of-the-Year Award winner, Burns & Grove’s The Practice of Nursing Research: Appraisal, Synthesis, and Generation
of Evidence, 9th Edition is the trusted resource for those wanting to master the research methods that are foundational to evidence-based
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practice. This highly respected textbook covers how to appraise and apply existing research evidence, as well as how to participate in
research and quality improvement projects. This new 9th edition has been extensively updated to reflect today’s focus on online research in
the digital era and includes clear, step-by-step guidelines for all major quantitative and qualitative research approaches — including supporting
examples from the latest high-quality literature. There’s also new content on translational research, coverage of the most current research
tools and techniques, and an increased use of illustrations, tables, and other visuals to help engage visually oriented readers of all levels.
Coverage of quantitative, qualitative, and other research methodologies provides a solid foundation to conduct, appraise, and apply research
evidence to the realities of today's clinical practice. Balanced coverage of qualitative and quantitative methods addresses the qualitative
research methodologies that are often the starting point of research projects, particularly in magnet hospitals and DNP programs. Clear,
comprehensive coverage is organized into five units that include: an introduction to nursing research; coverage of the research process;
application for evidence-based health care; how to analyze data, determine outcomes, and disseminate research; and how to propose and
seek funding for research. Strong emphasis on evidence-based practice addresses this key graduate-level QSEN competency and reinforces
how to generate research evidence and appraise and synthesize existing research for application to clinical practice. Rich examples from
nursing literature bring research principles to life. Emphasis on the most currently used research methodologies focuses on the methods used
in both quantitative research and qualitative research, as well as outcomes research and mixed-methods research. Coverage of digital data
collection examines the use of online research tools. Quick-reference summaries include a table of research methods inside the front cover
and a list of types of research syntheses (with definitions) inside the back cover. Helpful user resources are included with each new text
purchase on the companion Evolve website and feature 400 interactive review questions along with a library of 10 full-text research articles.
Numerical Methods for Engineers retains the instructional techniques that have made the text so successful. Chapra and Canale's unique
approach opens each part of the text with sections called "Motivation" "Mathematical Background" and "Orientation". Each part closes with an
"Epilogue" containing "Trade-Offs" "Important Relationships and Formulas" and "Advanced Methods and Additional References". Much more
than a summary the Epilogue deepens understanding of what has been learned and provides a peek into more advanced methods.
Numerous new or revised problems are drawn from actual engineering practice. The expanded breadth of engineering disciplines covered is
especially evident in these exercises which now cover such areas as biotechnology and biomedical engineering. Excellent new examples and
case studies span all areas of engineering giving students a broad exposure to various fields in engineering.McGraw-Hill Education's
Connect is also available as an optional add on item. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers students by continuously
adapting to deliver precisely what they need when they need it how they need it so that class time is more effective. Connect allows the
professor to assign homework quizzes and tests easily and automatically grades and records the scores of the student's work. Problems are
randomized to prevent sharing of answers an may also have a "multi-step solution" which helps move the students' learning along if they
experience difficulty.

A Readable yet Rigorous Approach to an Essential Part of Mathematical Thinking Back by popular demand, Real Analysis and
Foundations, Third Edition bridges the gap between classic theoretical texts and less rigorous ones, providing a smooth transition
from logic and proofs to real analysis. Along with the basic material, the text covers Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, Fourier analysis,
metric spaces and applications, and differential equations. New to the Third Edition Offering a more streamlined presentation, this
edition moves elementary number systems and set theory and logic to appendices and removes the material on wavelet theory,
measure theory, differential forms, and the method of characteristics. It also adds a chapter on normed linear spaces and includes
more examples and varying levels of exercises. Extensive Examples and Thorough Explanations Cultivate an In-Depth
Understanding This best-selling book continues to give students a solid foundation in mathematical analysis and its applications. It
prepares them for further exploration of measure theory, functional analysis, harmonic analysis, and beyond.
This is a brand new edition of the leading reference work on histological techniques. It is an essential and invaluable resource
suited to all those involved with histological preparations and applications, from the student to the highly experienced laboratory
professional. This is a one stop reference book that the trainee histotechnologist can purchase at the beginning of his career and
which will remain valuable to him as he increasingly gains experience in daily practice. Thoroughly revised and up-dated edition of
the standard reference work in histotechnology that successfully integrates both theory and practice.Provides a single
comprehensive resource on the tried and tested investigative techniques as well as coverage of the latest technical developments.
Over 30 international expert contributors all of whom are involved in teaching, research and practice.Provides authoritative
guidance on principles and practice of fixation and staining. Extensive use of summary tables, charts and boxes.Information is well
set out and easy to retrieve. Six useful appendices included (SI units, solution preparation, specimen mounting, solubility).
Provides practical information on measurements, preparation solutions that are used in daily laboratory practice. Color
photomicrographs used extensively throughout. Better replicates the actual appearance of the specimen under the microscope.
Brand new co-editors. New material on immunohistochemical and molecular diagnostic techniques.Enables user to keep abreast
of latest advances in the field.
Authors Ward Cheney and David Kincaid show students of science and engineering the potential computers have for solving
numerical problems and give them ample opportunities to hone their skills in programming and problem solving. NUMERICAL
MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTING, 7th Edition also helps students learn about errors that inevitably accompany scientific
computations and arms them with methods for detecting, predicting, and controlling these errors. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Offers students a practical knowledge of modern techniques in scientific computing.
On the occasion of this new edition, the text was enlarged by several new sections. Two sections on B-splines and their
computation were added to the chapter on spline functions: Due to their special properties, their flexibility, and the availability of
well-tested programs for their computation, B-splines play an important role in many applications. Also, the authors followed
suggestions by many readers to supplement the chapter on elimination methods with a section dealing with the solution of large
sparse systems of linear equations. Even though such systems are usually solved by iterative methods, the realm of elimination
methods has been widely extended due to powerful techniques for handling sparse matrices. We will explain some of these
techniques in connection with the Cholesky algorithm for solving positive definite linear systems. The chapter on eigenvalue
problems was enlarged by a section on the Lanczos algorithm; the sections on the LR and QR algorithm were rewritten and now
contain a description of implicit shift techniques. In order to some extent take into account the progress in the area of ordinary
differential equations, a new section on implicit differential equa tions and differential-algebraic systems was added, and the
section on stiff differential equations was updated by describing further methods to solve such equations.
Steven Chapra’s second edition, Applied Numerical Methods with MATLAB for Engineers and Scientists, is written for engineers
and scientists who want to learn numerical problem solving. This text focuses on problem-solving (applications) rather than theory,
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using MATLAB, and is intended for Numerical Methods users; hence theory is included only to inform key concepts. The second
edition feature new material such as Numerical Differentiation and ODE's: Boundary-Value Problems. For those who require a
more theoretical approach, see Chapra's best-selling Numerical Methods for Engineers, 5/e (2006), also by McGraw-Hill.
Boundary Value Problems is a text material on partial differential equations that teaches solutions of boundary value problems.
The book also aims to build up intuition about how the solution of a problem should behave. The text consists of seven chapters.
Chapter 1 covers the important topics of Fourier Series and Integrals. The second chapter deals with the heat equation,
introducing separation of variables. Material on boundary conditions and Sturm-Liouville systems is included here. Chapter 3
presents the wave equation; estimation of eigenvalues by the Rayleigh quotient is mentioned briefly. The potential equation is the
topic of Chapter 4, which closes with a section on classification of partial differential equations. Chapter 5 briefly covers
multidimensional problems and special functions. The last two chapters, Laplace Transforms and Numerical Methods, are
discussed in detail. The book is intended for third and fourth year physics and engineering students.
This revised edition discusses numerical methods for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of large sparse matrices. It
provides an in-depth view of the numerical methods that are applicable for solving matrix eigenvalue problems that arise in various
engineering and scientific applications. Each chapter was updated by shortening or deleting outdated topics, adding topics of more
recent interest, and adapting the Notes and References section. Significant changes have been made to Chapters 6 through 8,
which describe algorithms and their implementations and now include topics such as the implicit restart techniques, the JacobiDavidson method, and automatic multilevel substructuring.
1. Mathematical preliminaries and error analysis -- 2. Solutions of equations in one variable -- 3. Interpolation and polynomial
approximation -- 4. Numerical differentiation and integration -- 5. Initial-value problems for ordinary differential equations -- 6.
Direct methods for solving linear systems -- 7. Iterative techniques in matrix algebra -- 8. Approximation theory -- 9. Approximating
eigenvalues -- 10. Numerical solutions of nonlinear systems of equations -- 11. Boundary-value problems for ordinary differential
equations -- 12. Numerical solutions to partial differential equations. Local Subj.
This textbook provides a unified and concise exploration of undergraduate mathematics by approaching the subject through its
history. Readers will discover the rich tapestry of ideas behind familiar topics from the undergraduate curriculum, such as calculus,
algebra, topology, and more. Featuring historical episodes ranging from the Ancient Greeks to Fermat and Descartes, this volume
offers a glimpse into the broader context in which these ideas developed, revealing unexpected connections that make this ideal
for a senior capstone course. The presentation of previous versions has been refined by omitting the less mainstream topics and
inserting new connecting material, allowing instructors to cover the book in a one-semester course. This condensed edition
prioritizes succinctness and cohesiveness, and there is a greater emphasis on visual clarity, featuring full color images and high
quality 3D models. As in previous editions, a wide array of mathematical topics are covered, from geometry to computation;
however, biographical sketches have been omitted. Mathematics and Its History: A Concise Edition is an essential resource for
courses or reading programs on the history of mathematics. Knowledge of basic calculus, algebra, geometry, topology, and set
theory is assumed. From reviews of previous editions: “Mathematics and Its History is a joy to read. The writing is clear, concise
and inviting. The style is very different from a traditional text. I found myself picking it up to read at the expense of my usual late
evening thriller or detective novel.... The author has done a wonderful job of tying together the dominant themes of undergraduate
mathematics.” Richard J. Wilders, MAA, on the Third Edition "The book...is presented in a lively style without unnecessary detail. It
is very stimulating and will be appreciated not only by students. Much attention is paid to problems and to the development of
mathematics before the end of the nineteenth century.... This book brings to the non-specialist interested in mathematics many
interesting results. It can be recommended for seminars and will be enjoyed by the broad mathematical community." European
Mathematical Society, on the Second Edition
Designed for a one-semester course, Introduction to Numerical Analysis and Scientific Computing presents fundamental concepts
of numerical mathematics and explains how to implement and program numerical methods. The classroom-tested text helps
students understand floating point number representations, particularly those pertaining to IEEE simple an
The gold standard in analytical chemistry, Dan Harris’ Quantitative Chemical Analysis provides a sound physical understanding of
the principles of analytical chemistry and their applications in the disciplines.
Includes solutions to representative exercises, including a large number of the type students will find on the actuarial exam.
This reader-friendly introduction to the fundamental concepts and techniques of numerical analysis/numerical methods develops
concepts and techniques in a clear, concise, easy-to- read manner, followed by fully-worked examples. Application problems
drawn from the literature of many different fields prepares readers to use the techniques covered to solve a wide variety of
practical problems. Rootfinding. Systems of Equations. Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors. Interpolation and Curve Fitting. Numerical
Differentiation and Integration. Numerical Methods for Initial Value Problems of Ordinary Differential Equations. Second-Order OneDimensional Two-Point Boundary Value Problems. Finite Difference Method for Elliptic Partial Differential Equations. Finite
Difference Method for Parabolic Partial Differential Equations. Finite Difference Method for Hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations
and the Convection-Diffusion Equation. For anyone interested in numerical analysis/methods and their applications in many fields
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